
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a consumer operations. If you are
looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications
below.

Responsibilities for consumer operations

Collaborate with internal stakeholder to provide highest level of shopping
convenience and experience to the consumer by focusing on order fulfillment
process, delivery service and financial flow of consumer transactions
Partner with the Retail and Wholesale teams to identify processes that could
be leveraged to create organizational synergies
Develop an efficient and effective operations model to support growth in
DTC
Develop the strategic integration of the long-term inventory plan responsible
for institutional understanding of the long-term inventory plan for DTC
Ensure that the monthly inventory projection and the ongoing position of the
Inventory KPIs (Days of Supply on Hand, Turns and Inventory $) meet
inventory plan
Understand the DTC sales plans and work directly with the DTC
planning/merchant team to optimize key item buying processes and ensure
they are linked to the DTC inventory objectives
Act as a coach and mentor to any direct or indirect reports
Process operating cost PR of retail stores (Tel / Fax/ Internet, Electricity and
Water etc)
Other expenses control and processing for Outsourced stores & TPSM
commission
Report OPEX status quo on a monthly basis

Qualifications for consumer operations

Example of Consumer Operations Job Description
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At least 3 years of job experience in development and quality assurance field
Undergraduate degree required, Business, Supply Chain or Engineering
preferred
Intermediate knowledge of required loan documentation Appraisals, title
products, flood certifications, trusts, car titles, bills of sale
Loan documentation preparation knowledge is preferred
Knowledge of data elements and requirements for all channels of lending
business (retail, third party origination, ) and general operations management
experience in a centralized mortgage lending environment


